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Science  



All life depends on three thin layers

Freshwater

50-100 miles sphere

Topsoil

2-8 inches

Atmosphere 

~20 miles 



/

Physics of our thin atmosphere
Greenhouse effect = Blankets over Earth 



Our planet’s atmosphere’s EKG 

Human evolution 



Planet’s heating rate = 4 atomic 

bombs per second

Earth has accumulated ~3 billion Hiroshima bombs worth of heat since  ~2000.

This heat is going primarily into oceans. 



Direct result

Temperature
Heat + Drought + Fires 



Indirect result

Weather on steroids



Every weather event is impacted by 

climate change.

But it wrong to say that climate crisis caused 

any event. 



What is 1.5 or 2 degree goal mentioned in 
climate agreements?



Hope and Challenge

Change in Earth’s mean annual air temperature as compared to what it was in ~1750-1900



Climate crisis isn’t caused by CO2 alone





Keep it in the ground. Add it to the ground

We can not allow any more fossil fuels to be dug out, 
any new coal, oil and gas infrastructure. 

And we need to 
• ration transport
• let go of meat industry 
• invest in local soils & plant-based food 
• adopt communal village life.



Impacts 



WOMEN WALK FOR HOURS TO REACH A WELL





And his well is “open to all”







BP oil spill





One million plant and animal species on the verge 
of extinction because of us



Is it too late? 

Are we doomed?  



Climate crisis: Tipping points



Is it too late?

NO.

We have crossed some tipping points.  
Gaia’s lungs and heart are hurting.

But there are many other tipping points.

We must creates islands  of sanity no matter what.



Who should pay for implementing solutions?

Race, caste/class, age  







What countries produce most GHGs

Food Waste

Total Food System 
(with deforestation)





Scale of problems: 
60 billion tons. 





Racial reparations + Solidarity + Humility 

People of global majority  

• Cause least harm 
• (will) suffer the most
• Have teachings that we 

need to face chaos
• Bodies, religion, culture & 

resources subjugated to 
create financial wealth in 
the West.

• “Side dish” 
• Have called for reparations 



Where can and will we go from here? 



Youth + Extinction rebellion + Sunrise



Climate movement since 2005



There are encouraging signs but…

We are not just being asked to do something hard.

“We all need to the seemingly impossible”
-Greta



"When you're dealing with a …population that's
trying to save today's world …urgently.. , they are
not recognizing that there's a problem with the
world they are trying to save. They are actually
trying to save… dystopia.”

-- Dr. Kyle Powys Whyte

We are in climate emergency. 
But what is a wholesome response? 



Resistance 
(Strategic NO)

Communal “village” living
(Strategic YES)  

Trauma  resilience

Three pillars of climate action
Let our belonging, inner transformation & resistance empower each other!  



Example: Our Food 







Yes, some forms of animal agriculture las 
lesser climate impact but..

• Even if we were getting our animal protein from a 
source which has climate impact of 10 kg CO2e per 100 
gram of protein, given our protein requirements, our 
annual C footprint would be 1.4 tons/ year which is 75% 
of our annual allowance.

• I  feel that our relationship with animal kingdom is cruel 
and exploitative even when the meat is organic and 
pasture-raised. How can we live in a way that honors 
their intelligence, their emotions and way of being?   



Justice 
Grandpa: Gandhian freedom fighter in India

Yet-to-be-named direct action network 

Science 
IIT Delhi (India)

Rutgers & Princeton Universities
Imtiaz : My husband

Zen + Ecodharma
Cold Mountain (Han Shan) lineage

Heart Circle Sangha 
Rocky Mountain Ecodharma Retreat Center

Gratitude: Strands of my life



Please check website for residential and 
online ecodharma retreats 

boundlessinmotion.org

http://boundlessinmotion.org/

